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ABSTRACT

Iraq suffers from the idleness problem that leads to social economic and political damages individual and society . This problem arise heartily in rural side social because of the deficiency of income the farmers get through their work in agriculture . The agricultural extension plays essential role in agricultural development by developing the humans energy to guarantee their economic social livings , and working to exploit all human energies and solve the problems , the country side residents suffer this research aims to identify the difference of properties of idle individuals into two villages in Diyala , The research also aims to introduce the opinions of idle individuals about how to solve the idleness problem in point a sample of (100) individual was chosen , the results of reach shows by using guisunar that there are no significant differences at level (0.01) among idle individual in both to two village according to propend of (educational state , age , idleness period , educational ambition level) The results also show that there is a big radio of idle individual who wish to emigrate from the village for finding Job . There is a significant relation among idle individuals in both villages in respect of the following properties (land owing , farming types of family erudition level of education .The research shows that there are six suggestions to solve the idleness problem in point of view of idle individuals .

The first of it is making agricultural project giving loans , constructions a service prospects finding a job for there is stats officers , police and army .

This research help the specialist, in planning and making programs to decrease idleness problem and achieve the countryside development .